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Analogously to the projective class group, the permutation class group of a finite 
group 8 can be defined as the group of equivalence classes of direct summands of integral 
permutation modules moduto permutation modules. It is shown that this group behaves 
nicely with respect to localization and completion, which then is used to prove that 
contrary to the projective class group - it is not always a torsion group. More precisely, 
the rank of the permutation class of group is computed. 
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1. Introduction 
Let 91 be a finite group and R a commutative ring with 1 E R. A n-set S is a finite 
set S on which n acts (from the left) by permutations. For any such n-set S, let 
R [S] be the Rlr-module, which - as an R-module - is freely generated byS and on 
which n acts by the R-linear extension of its action on S. An Rn-module is called a 
permutatian module if M s R[ S] for some n-set S and it is called permutatiort 
pm@?ivs (p.p.) if it is isomorphic to a direct summand ofa permutation module. 
Two p.p.-modulesM and N are called equiv4leMt if there exist permutation modules 
Ml and /VI with M Iv @ J’V~ , and M is called stab& a permutation module if
an appropriate finite sum M @ . . . @M of n copies of M is equivalent o a. pernwtstion 
module. Examples of such modules are provided by well-known results of Artin and 
Swan, which imply that any finitely generated projective Rn-module isstably a per- 
mutation module if R = 2 (Swan) or if R = Q (Artin). More generally we have: 
Lemma 1.1. Let R be aw subring of Q. Then any fiktely generated projective 
RR-module is stably a pkmutatior, module, i.e. there exist two n-sets S and T and 
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some n E N with 
M@ . . . @M@R[S] s R [T] . 
n times 
Moreover, S and T can be chcsen so that the following holds. If y is a subgroup of 
n and 
then y is cyclic and its order is invertible in R. 
If R is semilocal, n cm be chosen to be the order InI of IL 
The work to be presented in this note was stimulated by a question of H.W. bnstra, 
jr., as to whether any permutation-projective %-module is stably a permutation mod- 
ule. This note was written because of the slightly surprising answer that in benetal 
this is not the case. Moreover, it is possible to measure the deviation from the truth 
of such a statement i  the following surprisingly simple manner. The equivalence 
classes ofp.p. Rn-modules with composition defined by the direct sum form the 
“permutation class group of n with respect to R”, denoted by p(n,R).The Jordan- 
Zassenhaus Theorem can be applied to prove that p(~r, R) is finitely generated for R 
finite over 2. Thus a p.p. Zn-module M is stably a permutation module if and only 
if M represents a torsion element in p (n, 2) and any p.p. &module is stably a per- 
mutation module if and onlj if p(rr, 2) is finite, i.e., if and only if the rank of p(n, 2) 
is 0. So the deviation from being finite may be measured just by its rank and it is 
the aim of this note to compute this rank rather explicitly (see Theorem 3.1). 
For. this p:!rpose we shall first study the behaviour ofp(;r, R) with respect to 
localization and completion (Section 2). This reduces the computation f its rank to 
certain problems concerning integral representation theory of f’inite groups over 
complete discrete valuation rings. These problems can then be solved by applying 
well-known results of Rrauer, Green and Conlon (Section 3). 
In th.e last section, a p.p. Zn-module M is explicitly constructed which is not stably 
a permutation module (Section 4). 
2. The behaviour 
completion 
ofthe permu tation ImY with respect to localization 
For a prime q let 2, denote the localization ofZ at qb i.e. 
Z4= {n/mEQ In,mEZ,(m,q)= l), 
and Zq the completion ofZ4, i.e., the q-adic integers, with quotient field &. the 
q-adic numbers. Let P(n, R) = Qe, p(n, R) for any ring R. 
Theorem 2.1. P(m,Z) z l&, ,,,P(n.Zq) . 
Theorem 2.2. There is an exact sequence 
o-rP(n,zq)sP(n.~~i”P(*~~~)‘o. 
The proofs of these results are based on Lemma 1 .I for I? = Q (i.e., Artin’s lnduc- 
tion Theorem) and the following three lemmas: 
knma 2.3. For any ring R, a finite& presented Rn-module M is P p.p. module if 
and only ifall localizations M,,, (la E Spec max R ) are p.p. modules. 
i&mma 2.4. IfM is a torsion-free, .j%itely generated 2%module and Mq = 2$ s M is 
stably a permutation module f’sr all q I 1 nl, then M is stab& a permutation rtduk. 
&mma 2.5. If l: is cyclic a$ Van irreducib,le Gqn-module, then t?tere xist p.p. 
Zqn-modules Ml # iW2 with Qq eMI @ V = Qq o M2. 
Roof of Theorem 2.1. The injectivity ofP(n, Z) + llq 1 ,,,,P(n, Zq) follows obviously 
from Lemma 2.4. 
TO prove the sujectivity, let q be a prime divisor of InI and let &iq be a p.p. mod- 




for any q I Inl. Now consider 
so [Nq] = lsrl l [Mq] in p(n, Z,), and let 
Then Q %lVq czz Q[ T), and thus there exists a Zn-module Iv with Zq x N z ‘Vq for 
q~ln(andZ~~JV~Z~[T]forqI~n~(identifyQ~~~witl~Q[T]forallqIInland 
let M =n41 ,%,Nq 17 Z(lal- I>[ T]). By Lemma 2.3, N is a p.p.-module. Moreover. 
the element in P(n, 2) represented by InI” 1 t+ [NJ maps precisely onto the element 
in &I 1~1 W. Zq ) represented by ( W,J & JI,,P This proves the surjer:tivity.B 
Roof of Thearem 2.2. The following theorem is well-known 
Theorem 2.6. For a semilocal noetherian ring R with rad R = r and k the r-ah corn- 
pletion. a finitelv generated Raa-module M is isomorp,‘Cc to (or a Ltirect summarrd irr) 
a finite& generated Rzwnodule N if afwtd onb* if the same iwlds fbr fi i: M arrd fi z N. 
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This immediately implies the injectivity of P(a, 24) ‘--+p(n, f ), and mote generally 
the injectivity of p(r?T,R) -p(d). 
Moreover, if R is a semilocal Dedekind omain with quotient field K, an k-module 
M is of the form k o IV for some M-module if and only if Ka M as a (K PP 8) n-module 
is isomorphic tofi 8 Y for some fWrpodule V (cf. [2)). This implies easily that one 
has a pull-back diagram 
P(K R) ----@p(?t,&) 
i 
P(C h-1 -p(7r,Kc3f?) 
Since, by Lemma 1.1, fin, Q) = 0, this implies the exactness of 
By Artin’s Induction Theorem, any e;em&Tnt in fi:, $) can be writtent as a sum of 
elements of the form r @ [$w GJ~~~V’] :orsome I E Q, some cyclic subgroup 
y < R and some $y-module V. The suijectivity rrl P(n, f> *P(n, %) now foilows 
from Lemma 2.5 and the fact that for a p.p. iq7-module M the induced module 
qWq, M is also a p.p. module. 
The following existence theorem, which was proved in [3, 95-71 will be used 
in the proofs of Lemmas 1.1,2.3-2.5. 
Lemma 2.7. Let II a finite group atld SQ a fami& of subgroups of’n with tha property 
(i.e. .d is “subco~~jugately closed’> Let )G :d + Z be a map with X(gyg-l) = X(r) 
for all g E R, y E sf . TheH there exist two n-sets :: attd T with 
(i) InI *X(y) + lSrl = lTYl for y EOQ (with IS’1 the ~rtnlbcr~‘y-inv~?~~~t 
elements iu S ), 
(ii) (S U T)? = 0 firr y G 7r, y $A. 
Proof of Lemma 1. I. Let X~M be the character ofQ .C M. Then X&&J) 
Xhf( 9) = XM(~) for g,h E II whenever the subgroup ig) generated byg is conjs te 
:o <h). Thus by Lemma 2.7 there xist n-sets F T with 
Since by 173, XM(~) = 0 for l<g>l lR #I?, 
for aIlg @S it, and since S and Tare disjoint unirans sf transitive R-sets ~17 with y 
cyclic and 171. R = W, R fs] and R [ 7-1 ate project&e R+modules 
[ Tf any ideal 
111 R, Le. and R 1 S] are in the same nus. For R semi’local this implies 
NnR[ 7’). and for i;ibittary R c Q it implies that at ieAst 
N@,...@N--SR(T~J UT’]forsomenEN.IIS 
_ ‘I-4- 
n rimes n kin~ca 
It has already been remarked that Lemrr\a 1.1 is a common generalization of 
Artin”s induction theorem and Swan’s characterization of projecti\;e &-modules IS 
locally free &-modules, and that it implies &ener&ing Swan’s result on the finite- 
ness of the projective class group of Zn and contrary to our result (3n p(n. Z)) that 
forR c Q the projective class group of& ~~odulc the sUtigroup generated by 
projective permutation moduks over Rn is finite. 
Roof of Lemma 2.3. It is easy :o see that for any finitely presented RR-module N 
and any maximal ideal 111 in R with N, a direct sr!mmand irl A&, there exists an 
element s ERR-m with MS = RfS_ $2 _,I s M J ,lirect sbmt?and in IV,. Moreover. if 
J%$ is a direct summand in (N& Qi = 1, . . . . t ) for mme Rn-mcQ~ksNi and some 
So ER with s,R + s._ + s,R = R, &en M is a eirect sun8mand in Nt-i . . . @ N,, . The 
bmma is an immediate consequence of these relnarke. !2 
Roof of licmma 2.4. Assume w.1.o.g. Mq @ Z,J sq] a: ZJ Tq ] for some a-sets 
Sq, Tq. Taking characters on both sides we get 
for any g E %. Now from (4, 401 two permutation n~~~lules Z,[S 1 ad Zq[ I’] arc 
isomorphic f and only if [Pi = IT71 for all y fl which are “cycti: mod q”. i.e.. 
contain a notmal q-subgluup with ;1 cyclic qu 
A= F? ~rlycyclicmodq forsomeqI1%71] 
andX:-4 +Zby 
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mod p for two different primes p, q at the same time if and only it *v .> cyclic, and 
since for 7 = (g) cyclic, 
tT~l-l~~l=xM(g)=IT~l-I~~l. 
Moreover, X(Y) = x(gyg-I) if 7 E A and g E a. Thus by Lemma 2.7 there exist two 
n-sets S, T with 
Inl l x(‘y) + FYI = ITyl, 7-f , 
thus 
InI l IT;1 + lSrl = In) l IS;1 + IT"1 
for 7 cyclic rncxI 4. By the u!:sult quoted above, this implies for any Q I llrl 
z,[TqU...UTqUS]~Zq[~*U...USPUT] 
-.rJ c 
I*I times Inl times 
On the other hand, Mq @ Za [S,] r*. Zs [ Tq] implies 
~~~'..~~~.j)Z4[SQu~.u~~uSUT]=Zq(TqU...~JTqUSUT]. 
-,- I I 
lrrl times InI times Irl times 
Cancelling on both sides, 




is in the same genus as Z[ T] , thus 
,~~...~M~Z[SU...US]-YZ(TU...UT], 
'Iv,- -- * , 
N l 1. .Itimes )I times n times 
i.e. M is stably ic permutation module.0 
Remark 2.8. ‘3.1 rep!ac? Z in Lemma 2.4 by a Bedekind ring J? with char R = 0, some 
care must be taPen. The above proof shows that any Rn-module M with Zq sM, con- 
sidered as an Ran-module (Rq = Z. Q R), stably a permutation mod& for any q I In I 
is irself stab? a 3 rinutat’on module. But in the case whenRP is not local for some 
q 11 R I anG they ~ rf:;b y. G IT, which is cyclic modq, but not cyclic, then there exists 
an RR--nodule A such that M is not stably a permutation module, but all localizations 
M,,, (‘11 CR) are: Let K be the quotient field of R and let S and T be two n-sets 
‘Ike permu ration &ass group of a finite group 
with lSrl = lTYl for all cyclic subgroups 7 of nou; thus K[S] s K[ T], but 
IS701 # ITT% Identify K [AT] and K [T], and let 44 = R, [S j nR’( T] with HI 
“=fi @#WI J&l ‘ 
crannot be replaced by the local rings R,, . 
hoof of tmlmal %.S. Let n = Cg) m with (4, m) = 1, and let 
Vbe an irreducibl s a, not nxessarily 
acts on x E K(c) by 
t of unity. 52 an 
by @xi = c;xj. Now 
assume 
for some p.p. modules MI, Mz, A+, A$ over gq7re Then 
K(S1)e~K(f2)@K (MpN2WpM2)= KB (MpN1@M243N2). 
This together with the fact that Me A? is a p.p. module whenever M and N are p.p. 
modules shows that the wanted result holds as well for 
so w.1.o.g. Vs K($) for c either a (9n)th or an mth root of unity. 
&VPW&. A similar formula can be used to verify that M C+J N is stably a petmuta- 
tion module ifM and N are stably permutation modules (for any ring R). 
But w.1.o.g. I/ may be assumed tobe faithful, thus is n either a 9-group or has an 
order which is prime to 9. In the second case, every finitely generated, torsion-free 
ctive, thus a p.p. module. So choosing some finitely generated 
with M # 0, the formula V zz K a M holds for the p.p. module 
he formulas (9,(r): oq) = (Q(c): Q) for t a (9n)th root of unity 
and 
i 
0, c a primitive (9a)th root of unity, II > 2, 
t’cQt~):Qr(f) = - 2, c primitive gth root, 
imply that 
where e IC is the trivial subgroup and no G n is the subgroup 011” order 9. But 
K [Iri’] g Ka9 $[S] for any n-set S, so the lemma is verified also in the case when TI 
is 8 9-group. !2 
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3. Computation of the rank of ~(n, 2) 
The computation is organized inseveral steps. 
(1) For any commutative ring R with 1 E R, let Go(Rn) be the ring of finitely 
generated, R-projective Rn-:ilodules modulo exact sequences, a  defined by Swan 
[7]. For R a field K, the rank o! CO(Kn) can be described inthe following manner 
(see [2 I). An element g E v is cailcd K-reg&zr if its order I(g) I= o (g) does not var ish 
in K. Two K-regular elements g,h E n are called K-conjugate if there xists an x E n 
with xgx = hi for some i E 2 with the following property. Let 5 be a primitive s(g)th 
root of unity in some algebraic closure of K. Then there xists a K-automorphism Q 
of K(c) over K with ar({) = ti, in particular (i, o(g)) = 1, o(g) = o(h). Then rk$O(Krr) 
is the number of K-conjugacy lasses ofK-regular elements inn. 
To rephrase this result, let e be the family of cyclic subgroups 7 of n and define 
A&Y) W*(Y)lC&Y) 
with C&y) the centralizer of y in n, where A,(y) is considered asa subgroup of the 
automorphism group Aut(y) of y. For any cyclic group 7 with Irl# 0 in K, let 
R&y) < Aut (y) be the subgroup of those autom>rphisms of 7which are induced by 
the K-automorphisms of ome algebraic closure K ove:K, where 7 is identified with 
the multiplicative group of all 1 rlth roots of unity in K. Note that B&y) doe- not 
depend on the identification which has been chosen. Finally, for any conjugatt4y 
closed family d of subgroups of w (i.e. “y E ~4) g E n *gyg-1 E d) and any map 
f: ~4 + C with f(y) = f(gcyg-I), where 7E & and g E n, let &,J’(~) be the sum 
of the values of f taken over the different conjugacy classes ofsubgroups in SQ . 
Then the above result can be restated inthe form 
rkZGO(Kn) = c’ (Aut(@Y):A,(WQ&Y)) ’ 
T= 
IrI#OinK 
(2) By the definition of p(n, R) there is an exact sequence 
0+p’(r,R)+p”(?r,R)+p(11,R)-)O, 
where p’(n, R) is the Crothendieck group of permutation modules and p”(n, R) is 
the Grothendieck group of p.p. Rn-modules with respect to direct sums. Thus usin 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 the following formula can be established: 
rkP(n,Z)=*~,rk~~(~,Zq) 
7r 
= c (rkph $)--rlw(~,a4)) 
qllnl 
= 
qp, (rkP”(7t~ f ) -- rk P%L fq) - rk $‘(T, a,l> + rk p’(n, %)), W 
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to compute the terms in the last sum. The 
) the formula in ( 1) impiies 
the family of subgroups 7 G n which are cyclic mod (I. So it remains to 
rk$$rr f, which is the number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
p.p. f Ir-modules. 
(3) By (51 9 any indecomposable f z- le M has a vertex p < 7r, which is a 
q-subgroup and uniquely determined by to conjugacy, and a source N, which 
is an indeeomposa $p-module, such hf is a direct summand in the induced 
module tqn 29gqP 
trivial tqp-module 
It is easy to see that 
gq. 
is a pp. module if and only If N is t’ : 
morphism cla 
For p a q-subgroup of a, let c&r, p) be the number of iso- 
s of indecomposable &qn-modules with vertex p and so;lrce gq. Then 
between indecomposable i?q n-godules 
ve 24 n/p-modules ( p acts 
ds!). These in turn COT- 
respond bi-unequivocally up le F&p-modules by the 
theory of projective covers (Fq is the field with 4 elements), thus 
eq(“. P) = rk ~~(Fq~~(~~/~) . 
(4) For 5 = N,( 
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‘i; Cyclic 
l$#OinFq 
follows from (1). But the Z-conjugacy lasses ofcyclic subgroups 7 5 with l?l# 0 
in Fq correspond bi-unequivocally to the nconjugacy classes ofsubgroups 7 G n 
which are cylcic mod (I and have p as (normal!) q-tliylow subgroup. For a subgrt up 
‘y E C,, let ~4~(y) be the subgroup ofAut(r//@ consisting of those automorphisms 
of y/yq (yq the q-Sylow subgroup ofy) which are induced on ~/y~ by conjugation 
with the elements of&(y) < i’&(y4), also let Bq(y) < Aut (T/@ equal &~(@$@. 
Then 
rkGo(Fq*)= yEC c’ UWY/Y~):A:CY) *@CY)) 1 
Yq” a 
which implies 
rk p"(n, gq) = c’ 
‘Fq 
(Aut(^ll^(q):A:(~) l @(Y)) 9 
rk~(n, gq, = z)’ 
r-q 
C(Aut(“ll^fq):A4,(y) l (Y)) - 11 .
(5) Finally, for y E C? consider the canonical epimorphism Aut(y) * Aut(y/Q. 
This maps A,(y) onto AZ(Y) and BQ(y) onto Bq(y/vq) = Bq(rlr,). Its kernel 
Aut(yq) = BQ(‘y4) iscontained inBq(y). Thus 
W(n, zq> =rkp(n,gq) - rkp(n,oq). 
This implies: 
Theorem 3.1. 
rkp(lr,Z) = c c 
qllnl rEC q -c 
[(Aut(Y/Yq):A~(Y).BO(Y))- 11 l
Some consequences may be stated. 
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Cbroliary 3.2 (Lenstra). p(r, 2) is finite for n cyclic or n a q-group. 
3.3. p(AS 9 2) is finite 
eoro tr abelihn, p(n* 2) is infinite if and on& if there exists a prime q 
with flq noncyclic and a s)“clic subgroup y G n of order n with (n, q) = 1 such that 
q is not primitive mod n, Le. the automorphism aq : Z/tt Z + Z/It Z give12 by multi- 
plication with q does not generate Aut (Z/n Z) (this is particularly the case if 
Aut (Z/u 2) is not cyclic). 
Corollary 3.5. If n is the nonabelian group of orcler 2 1, then 
rkp(a,Z)= 1 . 
4.Aspe~iakase 
3 
Finally, an explicit example of a p.p. Zn-module M which is not stably a permu- 
tation module is given. So let A be the nonabeiian group of order 21, n7 its normal 
7-Sylow subgroup, 7r3 a 3-Sylow subgroup and E the trivial subgroup. Since 07 con- 
tains a primitive 3rd root of unity, there are precisely three nonisomorphic indecom- 
posable &-modules X0, X1, X2, all of rank 1 (with say X0 the trivial &-mod- 
ule) and Z7[ q/e] = X0 @ X1 @ X2. 
Consider the canonical homomorphism 9: TT + 7r3 with qln3 = Id, let n/ri be the 
module Xi considered as an &r-module via 4, and let 
N&7r8 &Xj(i=O, 1,2). 
Since the Mi are of &rank 1 and the 4]Z7n7 are free of &n7-1 ank 1, all are inde- 
composable. Moreover, 
M0 = Z,[lr/n] 9 Mo@Ml@MZd7[n/n7], 
So any pp. module over Z7n is adirect sum of copies of the M and Ni (i = 0, 1,2). 
NOW consider &’ =A$ @ M2. Since Q7 a &I@’ is isomorphic to Q7 aQ( I/, @ V6) 
with V-J and Ve the irreducible Qn-modules of dimension 2 and 6, respectively, there 
exists a ZTn-module M’ with Z7q7M zz &‘. In particular (cf. Emma 2.3) M' is a 
direct summand of Z#/n, U z/c]. Thus since&’ is a p.p. Z7n module, so is M'. 
But it is not stably a permutation module since a’ is not (any @-module which is 
stably a permutation module and contains A$ as a direct summand must also con- 
tain IV, as a direct summand!). Now identify Q[?r/sr] @ Q[q’n] @ Q B M' with 
Q[ q$] @ Q[ r/n,] (this is possible, because Q[n/n] @ V2 N Q[ 747~1 and 
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Then M is a direct summand of 
thus a p.p. %-module, but M is not stably a permutation module since M' is not. 
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